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Abstract
Meshing tools for finite element meshes have been studied extensively over the last few decades. However,
relatively less attention has been paid to spectral element meshes. This thesis focuses on mesh generation
and mesh improvement methods for spectral element meshes. A mesh smoother, based on a combination of
Laplacian smoothing and optimization, has been developed and implemented in Nek5000, an open-source
spectral element method based incompressible flow solver. The smoother takes a valid mesh as an input and
outputs an improved mesh. Comparison of the original and smoothed mesh has shown that mesh smoothing
decreases the iteration count of iterative solvers. This reduction is anticipated from an observed decrease in
the ratio of the maximum to minimum eigenvalues of the upper Hessenberg matrix generated by the GMRES
method. The mesh smoother was tested on various meshes for complicated geometries, and was found to
improve the computational efficiency of calculations by up to 20% which is helping save 100,000s of cpu-
hours on high-performance computing machines. A mesh skinning tool has also been developed which adds
boundary layer resolving elements of user-specified thickness at user-specified surfaces in an existing mesh.
This translates into savings in terms of human time and effort since the user can now robustly add boundary
layer resolving elements instead of manually meshing the geometry to add these elements. Additionally, tools
have been developed that generate meshes for geometries like turbine blades and random-array of cylinders
(to simulate flow in vegetated channels), in a matter of seconds. Finally, a tetrahedral (tet) to hexahedron
(hex) mesh converter has been implemented, that generates spectral element meshes for any complicated
geometry by taking an all-tet mesh and converting it to an all-hex spectral element mesh. This tool has
been developed to quickly generate all-hex meshes with minimal user intervention.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Computational fluid dynamics and heat transfer problems are studied and analyzed by discretizing the
equations governing the physics of the flow on the domain of interest and solving these equations. For
finite and spectral element methods, the quantities of interest (velocity, pressure, temperature etc...) are
represented in terms of piecewise polynomial bases on subdomains known as elements, and the domain is
represented as the union of these elements. Elements are typically triangular (tri) or quadilateral (quad)
shaped in two-dimensional (2D) calculations and tetrahedral (tet) or hexahedral (hex) shaped in three-
dimensional (3D) calculations. The collection of these elements is known as a mesh and the vertices of the
elements are knows as nodes. For a given problem, the mesh should have adequate resolution throughout
the domain to capture the physics of the flow while keeping the number of elements to a minimum.
Once the mesh has been constructed, calculations are run to obtain the fluid/heat flow solution. The cost
of solving a problem is impacted by various factors such as: (a) the iterative method (generalized minimum
residual, conjugate gradient etc...) used to solve the system of equations obtained from the mesh, (b) the
number of elements, and (c) the quality of these elements, which can impact accuracy and conditioning
of governing systems. The focus of this work is on the essential building block of any computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) calculation: the mesh. Building a mesh for the computational domain is the first step of
any CFD calculation, and it has a significant impact on the efficiency and accuracy of the calculation as we
will see throughout various analyses presented in this article.
Various approaches such as finite element (FE) and spectral element (SE) method can be used to formu-
late the partial differential equations (PDE) being solved. The finite element method (FEM) is characterized
by low-order polynomial bases (N = 1 or 2) using tensor-product elements (quads or hexes). In contrast,
the spectral element method (SEM) is generally based on high degree polynomial bases. This leads to the
SEM requiring many fewer elements than for an FE mesh, especially when resolving a high frequency signal
where the high-order approximation of the SE translates into a reduction in the required number of nodes.
Figure 1.1 shows an example of how finite and spectral element method compare for advecting a Gaussian
pulse on a domain decomposed into E ×E elements with polynomial order N (N=2 is representative of the
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finite element method). The spectral element mesh with fewer elements (E = 4 and N = 8) fares much
better in comparison to the cases with higher element counts and lower polynomial order.
Figure 1.1: Comparison of FE and SE method for advecting Gaussian pulse
Since SE meshes tend to have a fewer elements than FE meshes, spectral elements tend to be bigger (and
curvier if the geometry requires). While a lot of work has been done over the past three decades on meshing
tools for finite elements, not much attention has been paid to SE mesh generation and mesh improvement
methods. Furthermore, the finite element method was originally developed for solid mechanics. Since solid
mechanics problems do not have the concept of boundary layer, the meshing technologies for FE meshes
usually do not account for boundary layer resolving elements which are an integral part of fluid mechanics.
Consequently solid mechanics meshes tend to have uniform size elements throughout the computational
domain, including the regions adjacent to the wall. In contrast, fluid dynamics meshes tend to have a
gradient in the mesh size with relatively smaller elements closer to the wall and larger elements in the far
field.
Our goal is to develop automated mesh generation and improvement tools that bridge the gap between
meshing technologies for finite element and spectral element meshes. We use the fundamental concepts of
mesh characteristics developed over the years to develop a suite of meshing tools, including:
(a) a mesh smoother that takes a spectral element mesh and optimizes its quality for better computational
performance
(b) a mesh skinner that takes an existing spectral element mesh and generates boundary layer resolving
elements of user-specified thickness at user-specified boundary surfaces
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(c) mesh generation tools for specific geometries such as turbine blades and random array of cylinders,
and a tetreahedral to hexahedron mesh generator to automate the process of spectral element mesh
generation for complicated geometries.
1.1 Motivation
Meshing complicated geometries for computational fluid dynamics and heat transfer problems is a time-
intensive effort since it requires construction of adequate resolution at the right places based on the physics
of the flow while ensuring that the mesh is of good quality. A calculation is often impacted by its worst
elements as degenerate elements impact the convergence of iterative solvers during the calculation leading
to high computational cost. Degenerate elements also reduce the fidelity of the solution. Improving the
mesh quality and getting even a 10% speedup is significant since these calculations are run for millions
of processor-hours on supercomputers. This speedup also reduces the energy cost associated with running
High-performance computing (HPC) machines.
The speed of a calculation depends on various aspects of mesh quality such as:
(a) mesh smoothness - affects the conditioning of the system of equations (of the form Ax = b where A is
the spectral element stiffness matrix) obtained for the solution
(b) element thickness normal to the direction of the flow - thin elements normal to the direction of the flow
lead to high CFL number which significantly constraints the maximum allowable time-step
(c) boundary layer resolution - adequate resolution in the boundary layer is essential for turbulent flow
calculations.
Figure 1.2 shows examples of meshes and these various aspects that require mesh modification or al-
ternative methods of mesh generation for optimized computational performance. Figure 1.2(a) shows the
2D mesh around a cylinder. While a mesh for this geometry is not too complicated to generate, often the
element sizes do not change uniformly and we can get high aspect ratio elements in the far-field.
Figure 1.2(b) shows an example of a low pressure turbine blade (LPT-106) which is used to study
pressure and shear-stress distribution over the blade for turbulent calculations at high Reynolds number
(Re). While the mesh has been carefully constructed in MATLAB, the transitions between various different
decomposition regions is unsmooth. While this won’t affect the quality of the solution, we expect it to affect
the number of iterations it takes for the solver to converge.
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Figure 1.2(c) shows an example of an even more complicated geometry. The cut-plane view shows the
inside of the mesh of a cylinder in an internal combustion engine (ICE). While the mesh quality is high, thin
boundary layer resolving elements under the base of valve stem lead to thin elements in the far-field. This
increases the computational cost of the calculation since high flow velocity away from the walls leads to a high
CFL number at these thin elements, thus reducing the maximum allowable time-step. These thin elements
also adversely impact the iteration counts during the pressure-solve step of the Navier-Stokes equation [5].
Furthermore, most real world cases such as this one require significant user input in carefully constructing
the mesh. Often times we have plenty of computational resources at our hand but our constrained by the
human input. For such geometries, automated mesh generation methods can lead to significant savings in
time spent on mesh generation.
(a) Mesh around a cylinder (b) Periodic low pressure turbine blade
(c) Mesh for an internal combustion engine’s cylinder
Figure 1.2: Illustration of various mesh intricacies
We have developed automated tools to alleviate such issues with focus on automation and minimization of
user input. Our goal is to deploy an array of tools that can solve a wide spectrum of meshing issues robustly.
A mesh smoother has been developed and deployed for spectral elements that optimizes the mesh quality.
We have also been able to identify how mesh smoothness translates into better computational performance
which has opened doors to better mesh optimization techniques that can be used in future. A mesh skinner
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has been developed which can add thin boundary layer resolving elements to an existing mesh, thus saving
significant time for users who would otherwise have to re-mesh their domain if they realize their mesh does
not have adequate resolution. The benefit of the mesh skinner is that the boundary layer resolving elements,
that are added, follow the boundary surface, and consequently don’t lead to unwanted resolution in the far-
field (unlike boundary layer resolving elements shown in Fig. 1.2(c)). Mesh generations tools have also been
developed by building upon a quad-mesher to automate the mesh generation for geometries such as turbine
blades, airfoils, and a random arrays of cylinders (to be used to simulate oscillatory flow over vegetation).
The quad-mesher can mesh any four sided geometry with quads based on user specified distribution along
the boundary of the domain. We also leverage the fact that most meshing software can generate an all-tet
mesh for any given 3D geometry. We have developed a tet to hex mesh converter that generates an all
hex-mesh spectral element mesh from an all-tet mesh. This translates into significant savings on user input
and time when meshing complicated geometries.
1.2 Overview
The outline of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 discusses some background information relevant to spectral
element meshes and the conditioning of resulting systems for solving the fluid and heat transfer problem.
Chapter 3 describes the mesh smoother in detail along with results from testing how unsmoothed meshes
compare with smoothed meshes. Chapter 4 describes the mesh skinning tool and presents some meshes
that have been skinned to add boundary layer resolving elements. Chapter 5 describes other miscellaneous
meshing tools that have been developed to automate the meshing process for geometries that are of high
interest in the CFD community. Finally we close with a summary and plans for future work in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 2
SEM Background
The spectral element method is based on a high-order weighted residual technique that was introduced by
Patera [15], and the application of SEM for various incompressible flow phenomenons has been detailed by
Deville, Fischer, and Mund in [3]. In this chapter, we discuss the key aspects of SE methods and meshes
that have helped shape the evolution of our meshing tools. We start with a discussion on the step where
we solve for pressure in the Navier-Stokes (NS) equation, and on the dependence of the conditioning of the
pressure solve system on the quality of the mesh. This is followed by a discussion on the importance and
methodology for preserving curve side information of spectral elements. Finally, we talk about the SEM
code, Nek5000 [7], that has been used to test the various tools that have been developed in this work.
2.1 Pressure Solve Setup
Equation 2.1 shows the NS equation for unsteady and incompressible flow field. The discretization of the
NS equation for SEM formulation in Nek5000 has been presented by Fischer [8].
∂u
∂t
+ u.∇u = −∇p+ 1
Re
∇2u
∇.u = 0
(2.1)
For unsteady flows, the pressure operator is the leading contributor to stiffness since the characteristic
propagation speed is infinite. The pressure solution is split into two stages. First the current solution is
projected onto a subspace of previous solutions to generate a good initial approximation since we solve
similar problems from one step to the next. Next, a correction to this approximation is calculated using
Generalized minimimum residual (GMRES) iterations.
The temporal discretization is based on a semi-implicit scheme where the nonlinear term is treated
explicitly and the remaining terms are solved implicitly. The spatial discretization is based on the PN−PN−2
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formulation of Maday and Patera [12]. The PN − PN−2 formulation for the NS equation is:
1
Re
(∇v,∇un)GL + 1
∆t
(v,un)GL − (∇.v, pn)G = (v,fn)GL
(q,∇.u)G = 0
(2.2)
where the inner products (., .)GL and (., .)G refer to the Gauss-Lobatto Legendre and Gauss-Legendre quadra-
ture associted with the spaces XN and YN shown below and explained in detail in [6]
Figure 2.1: Spectral element showing Gauss-Lobatto Legendre (left) and Gauss-Legendre points(right).
Insertion of SEM bases in 2.2 yields a discretized system that is solved at each step:
Hun −DT pn = Bfn,Dun = 0. (2.3)
H = 1ReA +
1
∆tB is the discrete equivalent of the Helmholtz operator where A is the discrete Laplacian
operator, B is the diagonal mass matrix, D is the discrete divergence operator and fn accounts for explicit
treatment of all the non-linear terms.
The system in 2.3 is advanced by using the splitting approach presented by Maday et. al. [13] and Perot
[16]. The solution at each step is obtained by solving:
Hu = Bf +DT pn−1 (2.4)
which is followed by a pressure correction step:
E˜δpn = − 1
∆t
Du, un = u+ ∆tB−1DT δpn, pn = pn−1 + δpn (2.5)
where E˜ = DB−1DT is the Stokes Schur complement governing the pressure in absence of the viscous term.
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2.1.1 Conditioning of the Pressure Solve System
For a given system Ax = b, the convergence of the solution depends on the condition number of A (κA), or
the ratio of the maximum to minimum eigenvalues, θ = λmaxλmin of the matrix A. The same applies for solving
a preconditioned system M−1E˜x = M−1b where the convergence is affected by conditioning of M−1E˜
(κM−1E˜). The latter case is applicable to our problem since the calculation of δp
n using GMRES is based
on a preconditioned system as discussed in the previous section. Since the size of this system of equations is
ENd2 ×ENd2 (where N2 = lx1− 2 and lx1 is the number of points in each direction of the spectral element),
which can be very large for most of the calculations done with Nek5000, the matrix M−1E˜ is never explicitly
formed. As a result, the condition number of M−1E˜ cannot be monitored during the solution to understand
how quality of mesh affects this system. However, since GMRES is used for solving the system of equations,
the upper Hessenberg matrix that is generated during the iterative process can be used because its extreme
eigenvalues are a good estimate of the extreme eigenvalues of M−1E˜.
We hypothesize that for our calculation of pressure correction, mesh smoothing decreases θ = λmaxλmin which
results in decreasing the number of iterations taken in Nek5000 for the pressure-solve step. We present mean
of λmax,λmin and θ for all the analysis on original and smooth meshes in Chapter 3 to understand how
smoothness of mesh translates into better computational performance.
2.2 Curve Side Preservation
The SEM is based on high-order polynomial bases which leads to spectral elements being bigger, and usually
curvier, than finite elements generated for a given computational domain. Consequently the spectral element
mesh is much coarser, and it is essential to preserve the curve side information of spectral elements during
the mesh generation or mesh modification process. In order to achieve this, mesh smoothing and skinning
is done by setting N = 2 (i.e. lx1 = 3 GLL integration points in each direction) for the SEM. This ensures
that curve side information is available for each spectral element since there is a GLL point at the middle
of every edge of all elements. Figure 2.2(a) shows an example of a 2D spectral element with GLL points for
lx1 = 3. These elements correspond to 9-node quads in 2D or 27-node bricks in 3D (when these results are
passed into Nek5000, however, only 8-node or 20-node information is typically retained).
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(a) lx1=3 (b) 4 Elements with lx1=2
Figure 2.2: 2D Spectral element decomposed into 4 quads
Prior to smoothing or skinning, each spectral element is decomposed into 4 elements for 2D (8 elements
for 3D), as shown in Fig. 2.2(b). Mesh operations are then done on the decomposed mesh (4 times the
original size in 2D and 8 times the original size in 3D), and after smoothing or skinning, the elements are
re-combined into spectral elements with updated curved side information. It is important to ensure that
the midside nodes are interpolated to the middle of the edge after recombining the mesh to avoid negative
Jacobians. This is a common pitfall since 4 valid quad elements, do not necessarily combine to form 1 valid
spectral element. Figure 2.3(a) shows an example of where the midside node deviates from the middle of the
spectral element edge which results in negative Jacobian even though the 4 finite elements that it is made up
of, have positive Jacobians. Upon interpolation of this midside node to the middle of the edge, the spectral
element has positive Jacobian at all its nodes. This interpolation is done using the line segment joining the
two end points of the curved edge. The midpoint of this line segment, and the distance between the midside
node of the curved edge and the line segment are used to determine the new location of the midside node.
(a) Invalid spectral element (b) Midside node interpolated to form a valid spectral element
Figure 2.3: Invalid spectral element decomposes into 4 valid finite elements
It might seem that the strategy of splitting the quads and hexes for meshing operations has a large
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memory footprint since the mesh size quadruples in 2D and becomes 8 times in 3D. For a mesh with E
elements, and lx1= 8 (typically lx1 is between 6 and 12), the number of degrees of freedom (dof) are
N = E(8d) =64E (2D) or 512E (3D) where d is the dimension of the calculation. As compared to this, we
set lx1 = 3 for our meshing tools so the memory footprint is N = (4E)(22) = 16E in 2D or (8E)(23) =64E
in 3D. Thus, our approach has a lower memory footprint than a typical calculation and can be done on lower
number of processors than required for the actual calculation.
2.3 Element Shape Quality
Mesh quality can be quantified by looking at the shape quality of individual elements. Various shape quality
measures have been proposed that eventually lead to a mesh of a uniform size. Some of the measures
are: aspect ratio, maximum angle, minimum angle, skewness, Jacobian matrix, and sum of length squared
(
∑
l2). Since all calculations require all elements to have positive Jacobian, we choose the condition number
of Jacobian matrix as our shape measure of choice, as proposed by Knupp [11]. This parameter gurantees
that an untangled mesh stays untangled while the conditioning of the mesh is improved.
The Jacobian for each node of an element is a measure for the deviation of each element from an ideal
shape (square for 2D and cube for 3D), and can be calculated for each node as:
J =

∂x
∂r
∂x
∂s
∂x
∂t
∂y
∂r
∂y
∂s
∂y
∂t
∂z
∂r
∂z
∂s
∂z
∂t

where r,s and t are the reference directions. The condition number of each node of an element is
κ(J) = ||J || ||J−1|| , and is based on the Frobenius norm of the matrix J and J−1.
2.4 Nek5000 - Element Data Storage and Communication
Nek5000 is an open-source highly-scalable incompressible flow solver based on the spectral element method
(SEM). It used by computational scientists around the world to analyze various fluid and heat flow prob-
lems. A key advantage of Nek5000 is that it scales upto millions of processors with its highly optimized
communication protocol and data-storage. Typical turbulence calculations are run on 104 − 106 cores for
millions of processor-hours on HPC machines such as Mira at the Argonne Leadership Computing Facility
and Blue Waters at the University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign.
All coefficients are stored in vectors of length (lx1)d for each element on the processors that the ele-
ment resides on. In order to maintain the scalability of the code during smoothing, it is important that
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all smoothing operations are performed on element-by-element basis to minimize the communication cost.
Figure 2.4 shows an example of two elements with their global numbering and the elements partitioned onto
two different processors. The GLL point numbers shown in Fig. 2.4 are the unique ids for the nodes that
help in identifying shared nodes between different elements. After the elements are read onto the respective
processors, they are split into four quad elements while preserving their global numbering.
Figure 2.4: Global numbering for elements during mesh smoothing
The global numbering is essential for element-by-element mesh smoothing because nodal positions are
updated after each iteration using direct the stiffness summation operator (QQT ) to average their positions
and to ensure that the mesh stays conformal. For example, the eight elements in Fig. 2.4 will be smoothed
independently and then the positions of the nodes that they share, identified by the common unique global
numbers, will be added (action of QT ) and distributed back to each individual node (action of Q).
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Chapter 3
Mesh Smoothing
The focus of this work is on developing automated methods for robustly optimizing mesh quality. We keep
in mind that we can encounter meshes of unknown provenance so our mesh smoother should be able to take
a mesh and improve its quality while maintaining the mesh quality at key places such as boundary layers
and should not produce elements that degrade the CFL number of the mesh. Our goal is to also understand
how mesh smoothing translates into better computational performance.
Various methods of mesh smoothing such as Laplacian smoothing, constrained Laplacian smoothing
[1], optimization [11], and untangling [10] have been developed over the years. As discussed earlier, these
smoothers focus on finite element meshes. We have developed and implemented a mesh smoother in Nek5000
for spectral element meshes that takes a valid mesh as an input and outputs an improved mesh which is
computationally more efficient. The mesh smoother in its current form has evolved from testing various
mesh smoothing techniques mentioned above on a variety of meshes. Our mesh smoother is a combination
of Laplacian smoothing and optimization. The mesh smoother usually takes a few minutes to run which is
relatively inexpensive compared to typical runtimes.
Section 1 of this chapter talks about our novel element by element laplacian smoothing and mesh opti-
mization strategy. In section 2 we present a suite of cases that the smoother has been tested on and shown
improvement in computational performance. We close this chapter with a short discussion on the smoother
in section 3.
3.1 Smoothing
In this section, we discuss our two mesh smoothing strategies: (a) Laplacian smoothing, and (b) mesh
optimization. Laplacian smoothing is computationally cheaper as it calculates the position of each node as
an average of the all the nodes that it is connected to. Optimization on the other hand is relatively expensive
and slower since it requires calculation of a global mesh function that is minimized in order to improve the
mesh quality.
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3.1.1 Laplacian smoothing
Laplacian smoothing is typically performed by updating the position of each node as the average of all the
nodes that it is connected to. Figure 3.1 shows a basic example of how Laplacian smoothing works. The
location of the center node of the 2 × 2 mesh is updated as the sum of the 4 nodes (top, bottom, left and
right) that it is connected to. For bigger meshes, this action is performed on all the interior nodes. This
makes the mesh more uniform and improves its quality.
Figure 3.1: Laplacian smoothing
In Nek5000, we adopt a different strategy of smoothing the mesh on element-by-element bases to minimize
the communication cost when smoothing is performed in parallel on large meshes. For Laplacian smoothing,
each element in the mesh is shrunk by a user-specified factor (sf ) (a conservative sf = 0.99 for complicated
meshes and about 0.8 for simple geometries), and then the shrunken locations of the nodes are averaged
between the elements that they are shared amongst. Figure 3.2 shows an example of how the strategy works.
(a) Original (b) Shrunken mesh (c)QQT on the shrunken mesh (d) 10 iterations of smoothing
Figure 3.2: Element-by-element Laplacian smoothing.
The exact steps for the smoother are laid out in Algorithm 1.
• Mask - Mask is a vector of 0 and 1 value specified for each node. A value of 0 means that the node will
not be moved through the smoothing process. This mask is used to ensure that nodes on boundaries
are not moved during Laplacian smoothing.
• w - The weight function is used to protect boundary layer during the smoothing process. It can be
user specified, or by default it is set as a function of distance of each node to the closest wall. Once
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Algorithm 1 Laplacian smoothing algorithm
1: for i:=1 to itermax do
2: for e:=1 to elmax do
3: x¯e =
∑n=4,8
i=1 x
e
i
n
4: x˜e = x¯e + sf (x
e − x¯e)
5: dxe = x˜e − xe
6: dx = (QQT )(dx) QQT has been explained in section 2.4
7: dx = (mask)(dx) mask has been explained below
8: dx = (w)(dx) weight function (w) has been explained below
9: x = x+ dx
the distance, d, for each node is determined, it is normalized by the maximum value of d over the
computational domain, and w(x, y, z) = 0.5tanh(α(d − β)) + 1 where α = 10 and β = 0.3 are the
default values. Figure 3.3 shows how the weight function varies, and as evident,the weight function
scales such that nodes close to the wall move less at each iteration as compared to the nodes that are
farther away, thus protecting the boundary layer nodes.
Figure 3.3: Weight function
The shrinking strategy that has been used in Lapacian smoothing (Algorithm 1) works because our
prerequisite for smoothing is that the input mesh is valid, and that the smoothing is done on elements
obtained after decomposing spectral elements into 4 or 8 linear elements in 2D and 3D, respectively.
Figure 3.4 shows how the shrink factor affects the mesh over 50 iterations of Laplacian smoothing for a
perturbed 20× 20 mesh. Each iteration of Laplacian smoothing takes only about 0.0007 seconds.
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(a) Original (b)sf = 0.99
(c)sf = 0.9 (d)sf = 0.8
Figure 3.4: 50 iterations of Laplacian smoothing with varying shrink factor
The perturbed box mesh is also used to estimate how smoothing improves the conditioning of the stiffness
matrix for solving Laplace’s equation on this mesh:
∇2u = 0 on Ω, u = dx on dΩ (3.1)
Laplace’s equation was used because the stiffness matrix can be robustly setup for any given mesh by splitting
the quad mesh into triangles and using the galerkin finite element method. This results in a system of the
form:
Ax = b (3.2)
where A is the stiffness matrix. Futhermore, the purpose of setting up the stiffness matrix is to get an estimate
the effectiveness of smoothing. The actual system of equations that is solved in Nek5000 is preconditioned,
as explained in Section 2.1.1. Figure 3.5 shows how the condition number of stiffness matrix (κA) converges
towards the condition number of the ideal box mesh during Laplacian smoothing for various shrink factors.
As expected, the condition number decreases faster when aggressive values of shrinking factors are used at
each iteration.
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Figure 3.5: Condition number evolution for stiffness matrix generated from Laplace’s equation
However, it is important to note that Laplacian smoothing can lead to invalid elements for certain meshes,
specifically when aggressive values of shrinking factors are used. Figure 3.6 shows an example of this; when
thin elements are surrounded by relatively large elements, Laplacian smoothing can lead to undesirable
distortion in smaller elements. Since Laplacian smoothing does not monitor element Jacobian, this can very
quickly lead to invalid elements as evident in Fig. 3.6 where a shrink factor of sf = 0.8 and 0.9 is used over
200 iterations.
(a) Original (b)sf = 0.99
(c)sf = 0.9 (d)sf = 0.8
Figure 3.6: Laplacian smoothing leading to invalid elements
Such situations warrant use of more sophisticated smoothing techniques such as optimization which we
talk about next.
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3.1.2 Optimization
Optimization is governed by a function that is minimized over the region of interest. For mesh smoothing,
we choose global sum of shape quality of all elements as the parameter that we optimize. The element shape
quality of choice is the condition number of Jacobian matrix for each element, as proposed by Knupp [11].
The advantage of this shape quality is that it gurantees that a finite element mesh does not become invalid
during the smoothing process. Since our smoothing is performed on spectral elements decomposed into finite
elements, we can ensure validity of the spectral element mesh to an extent by enforcing constraints such as
interpolation of mid-side nodes post-smoothing, as explained in Section 2.2
Since the condition number is κ(E) = 1 for each node of an ideal shaped element (square in 2D and
cube in 3D), and 0 for an inverted element, the global function value is calculated as its inverse, f =∑nel
e=1
(
∑2d
k=1 κ(Jk)
d )
2
2d
so that as the global function value is minimized, the mesh quality improves.
Our current mesh optimization is based on the steepest-descent approach. We begin by perturbing each
node of each element by a finite amount and measuring the change in element shape quality to determine
the gradient of the objective function. Once the gradient is determined for each node, the node is moved
in the direction of negative gradient. This process is repeated for user-specified number of iterations. The
optimization algorithm is outlined below:
Algorithm 2 Optimization smoothing algorithm
1: for i:=1 to itermax do
2: Determine perturbation size h as 0.1(minimum edge length in the mesh)
3: for e:=1 to elmax do
4: Ve = fe
5: for k:=1 to 4, 8 do
6: Perturb the node in x-direction by h
7: Get fe for the perturbed state
8: ∇fk,e,1 = fe−Veh
9: ∇f = (QQT )(∇f)
10: ∇f = (mask)(∇f)
11: ∇f = (w)(∇f)
12: x = x+ α(∇f)
The step size α is chosen such that the minimum displacement in any direction is a fraction of the
minimum edge length in the domain. While more sophisticated ways of calculating α can be used, this
method is chosen to keep the computation inexpensive, and it has proven to be successful.
Figure 3.7 shows how 50 iterations of optimized smoothing on the perturbed box mesh compares with
Laplacian smoothing (sf = 0.9).
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(a) Original (b) Optimization (c) Laplacian (sf = 0.9)
Figure 3.7: 50 iterations of mesh optimization and Laplacian smoothing
Figure 3.8 presents a comparison of how the condition number of the stiffness matrix evolves with
each iteration of optimized smoothing compared to Laplacian smoothing (Fig. 3.5). We can see that the
optimization method is similar in effectiveness as compared to Laplacian smoothing in improving the quality
and conditioning of the mesh.
Figure 3.8: Condition number evolution for stiffness matrix generated from Laplace’s equation
While each iteration of optimization smoothing is computationally more expensive than Laplacian smooth-
ing, it ensures that element quality is improved and invalid elements are not generated during the smoothing
process, as shown in Fig. 3.6. The results for 200 iterations of mesh optimization on that mesh are shown
below:
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(a) Original (b) Lapacian(sf = 0.99) (b) Optimization
Figure 3.9: Effectiveness of optimization smoothing
As Fig. 3.9 shows, the optimization smoother successfully smooths out the mesh without creating
any invalid elements. Specifically, the elements surrounding the cylinder are smoothed out to match the
surrounding mesh contours.
Since Laplacian and optimization based smoothers both have their advantages, a combination of these two
smoothers has been implemented and tested in Nek5000. User-specified iterations of Laplacian smoothing
and optimization are applied to the mesh before interpolating the mid-side nodes to the middle of the edge.
This process is repeated for the user-specified number of iterations. The interface of the smoother is shown
below.
Algorithm 3 Mesh Smoother
1: save a copy of original mesh - xc,yc,zc
2: generate the mask for boundary nodes
3: generate the weight function (w) based on minimum distance from wall surfaces
4: for k:=1 to Nouter do
5: Nlap iterations of Laplacian smoothing
6: Nopt iterations of optimization smoothing
7: interpolate midside nodes to middle of the spectral element edge
8: save smooth mesh - xs,ys,zs
9: (w)(xs,ys,zs) + (1-w)(xc,yc,zc) This restores boundary layer
10: output the smoothed mesh
The last step prior to outputting the mesh is to use the weight function (Section 3.1.1) for averaging
the original and smoothed mesh as shown in Algorithm 3. This has the effect of favoring the nodes closer
to walls in original mesh and nodes farther away in the smoothed mesh, thus restoring the boundary layer
resolution as shown in Fig. 3.10.
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(a) Original Mesh (b) Smoothed mesh
(c) Using the weight function to restore boundary layer
Figure 3.10: Effectiveness of smoothing in making the mesh uniform and preserving boundary layer
3.2 Results
The following section presents results obtained from mesh smoothing in terms of aesthetics, pressure itera-
tions (Niter), and the ratio of miaximum (λmax) to minimum eigenvalues (λmin) of the upper Hessenberg
matrix formed during the GMRES iterations for the pressure-solve step (Section 2.1.1). In all the cases,
the original and smoothed mesh were ran with same parameters such as ∆t and tolerances for pressure and
velocity solve, to ensure that the comparison obtained was not biased towards either meshes.
Low pressure turbine blade
Figure 3.11 shows the domain decomposition that was used to construct the mesh for LPT-106 turbine blade
[17]. This mesh was constructed in MATLAB [14] using an in-house quad-mesher and mesh paver developed
for Spectral Element Analysis Laboratory (SEAL). The domain is periodic in the pitchwise direction (and
streamwise direction in 3D), with inflow and outflow boundary condition on the left and right side in
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streamwise direction. The 2D mesh had 4508 elements and the 3D mesh was an extrusion of the 2D mesh
with 10 layers in the z-direction. As we can see in Fig. 3.11(b), the mesh contours follow the topology of
the decomposed domain, shown in Fig. 3.11(a), and thus the mesh is not smooth. The periodic boundary
condition constraint in the pitchwise direction requires that the elements on those boundaries have same
x-coordinate which leads to further skewness of the elements in the mesh. This effect manifest itself the
most near the leading and trailing edge which is not conducive for optimized solver performance and CFL
of the grid.
It is important to note here that unsmoothness of meshes due to sharp transition between various domain-
decomposition regions is very common. Most of the mesh generation software allow users to decompose the
domain into 4 (2D) or 6 (3D) sided regions which can be mapped mesh with quads and hexes. While this
is an efficient strategy to mesh a domain, this can result in an unsmooth mesh. As we will see through this
section, a robust mesh smoother can quickly fix such issues and deliver an optimized mesh for maximum
computational efficiency.
(a) Domain decomposition (b) LPT Mesh
Figure 3.11: LPT-106 mesh
Figure 3.12 shows the mesh after smoothing and Figure 3.13 compares the mesh at the leading and
trailing edge before and after smoothing. As evident, the smoother makes the mesh contours very smooth
and increases the homogeneity in element sizes. The boundary layer resolving elements are preserved during
the smoothing process which ensures that the mesh grid is optimized for performance and physics of the
calculation.
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Figure 3.12: LPT mesh after smoothing
Figure 3.13: LPT mesh before and after smoothing
Case λmax λmin θ =
λmax
λmin
Niter
Original mesh 13.414 0.111 168.72 11.758
Smooth mesh 13.166 0.109 165.23 11.504
% Improvement - - 2.07 2.16
Table 3.1: Effect of smoothing on LPT mesh
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Table 3.1 shows the mean of λmax, λmin and θ of the upper Hessenberg matrix constructed during
GMRES iterations of pressure solve, and pressure iterations (Niter) count compared for the original and the
smooth mesh. The maximum eigenvalue and minimum eigenvalue are decreased for the smoothed system
which results in an overall decrease in θ = λmaxλmin and this leads to a reduction in the mean pressure iterations
by a little over 2%.
Oscillating flow over a cylinder
Figure 3.14 shows the mesh constructed for oscillatory flow over a cylinder and Fig. 3.15 shows the normalized
velocity magnitude contours. The Reynolds number of the flow is 200, and the Keulegan-Carpenter number
(KC) is 10. This domain is doubly periodic in the x and z-directions with wall and symmetry boundary
condition on the top and bottom surfaces of Fig. 3.14.
Figure 3.14: Mesh for oscillatory flow over a cylinder
Figure 3.15: Normalized velocity magnitude
Figure 3.16 shows the mesh around the cylinder before and after smoothing. As we can see in Figure
3.16(a), the mesh contours are not smoothly changing at the boundaries of different geometry decomposition
regions that were used to construct the mesh. Mesh smoothing makes the transition smoother and makes
the element of more uniform size.
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(a) Original mesh (b) Smoothed mesh
Figure 3.16: Mesh before and after smoothing for oscillatory flow over a cylinder
Case λmax λmin θ Niter
Original mesh 49.10 0.58 1062.30 21.11
Smooth mesh 34.76 0.34 818.94 17.76
% Improvement - - 22.91 15.86
Table 3.2: Effect of smoothing on the mesh for oscillating flow over a cylinder
Table 3.2 shows the comparison obtained between the original and smoothed mesh. As evident, mesh
smoothing result in decreasing θ by 22.91% and decreases the pressure iterations by more than 15%. Future
runs at higher Re will be run for more than 20,000 node-hours which means an improvement of 15% in
pressure iterations leads to savings of more than 100,000 cpu-hours.
Cooling slot flow to determine adiabatic wall effectiveness
Figure 3.17 shows the mesh and temperature contours for analysis done on slot flow to determine how
varying the thickness of the lip affects the adiabatic wall effectiveness of the wall [9]. This problem is a
simplification of cooling holes used in turbine blades to alleviate the thermal stress induced on the blades
due to high-temperature high-pressure air flowing over the blades. The flow is periodic in spanwise direction
with hot air coming from above the lip and cold air being injected in the slot below the lip. The effectiveness
of this mechanism to reduce the temperature of the wall depends on the thickness of the lip.
The mesh shown in Fig. 3.17(a) was constructed by taking an all-tet mesh and converting to an all-hex
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mesh using an in-house tet to hex converter. This geometry was chosen to study the effectiveness of using
tet-hex converters (Section 5.4) combined with mesh skinning and smoothing to robustly generate an all-hex
mesh with minimal user input.
(a) Temperature contours
(b) Tet to Hex Mesh
Figure 3.17: Slot flow to determine adiabatic wall effectiveness
As Fig. 3.17(a) shows, thin boundary layer resolving element layers extend into the domain which
severely impact the CFL resulting in constrained maximum allowable time-step. Fig. 3.18 shows that the
mesh smoother is able to alleviate this problem with just a few iterations and increase the overall quality of
the grid.
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Figure 3.18: Smoothed mesh for slot flow geometry
Case λmax λmin θ Niter
Original mesh 52.01 0.30 312.72 25.70
Smooth mesh 61.30 0.39 292.44 22.97
% Improvement - - 6.48 10.63
Table 3.3: Effect of smoothing on the mesh for slot flow
Table 3.3 shows that comparison of the two meshes. Mesh smoothing results in decreasing θ by 6.48%
and decreases the pressure iterations by more than 10.63%.
Wire coil heat transfer augmentation
Figure 3.19(a) shows the copper coil tubing inside a pipe that is being analyzed to determine how heat
transfer is augmented as the pitch of a wire coil is changed [2]. Figure 3.19(b) shows the 2D cross-section
of the mesh with the solid and fuel region of the mesh. The 3D mesh was an extrusion of the 2D mesh with
shear in the z-direction of the form θ = 2pizp where p is the pitch of the wire coil. Since this is a conjugate
heat transfer problem, mesh smoothing has only be applied to the fluid-region of the mesh, which is marked
in Figure 3.19(b). Furthermore, since the mesh is an extrusion of a 2D cross-section, the 2D mesh was
smoothed.
As the wire coil pitch is reduced, the mesh-shear increases which leads to increase in the number of iter-
ations and constrains the maximum allowable time-step due to CFL. As Figure 3.20 shows, mesh smoothing
makes the mesh more uniform and smooth.
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(a) Test-section of the actual tubing (b) Fluid and Solid regions
Figure 3.19: Wire coil heat transfer augmentation geometry
(a) Original Mesh (b) Smoothed mesh
Figure 3.20: 2D cross section of the mesh
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Case λmax λmin θ Niter
Original mesh 8.70 0.17 122.19 8.97
Smooth mesh 8.89 0.18 122.52 8.97
% Improvement - - -0.27 0
Table 3.4: Effect of smoothing on the wire coil mesh
Table 3.4 shows that mesh smoothing is not very effective in this case. θ increases by 0.27% and there
is no improvement in pressure iteration count. This is likely because while the smoother increases the
uniformity of 2D mesh, the 3D mesh is highly skewed in the axial direction because of the coiled tubing
inside the pipe. Consequently, the pressure iteration convergence is being impacted by the skewness of the
mesh.
Flow over a cylinder
Figure 3.21(a) shows the velocity magnitude contours for flow over a cylinder at Re = 150, and 3.21(b)
shows the original mesh. The purpose of this calculation is to calculate drag force exerted over the cylinder.
There are a total of 1472 elements in this 2D calculation with velocity boundary condition on the left edge,
outflow boundary condition at the right edge, and periodicity on top and bottom edges of the domain.
(a) Velocity magnitude contours (b) Mesh
Figure 3.21: Flow over a cylinder
As we can see in Fig. 3.21(b), the mesh size is very non-uniform with bands of thin elements extending
from the cylinder to domain boundaries. This is most prominent around the cylinder, as shown in Fig.
3.22(a), and mesh smoothing makes the mesh more uniform as shown in Fig. 3.22(b)
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(a) Original Mesh (b) Smoothed mesh
Figure 3.22: Comparison of original and smooth mesh
As a result of this smoothing, the relative magnitude of the maximum and minimum eigenvalue of the
upper Hessenberg matrix decreases by 25.89% which results in decreasing the mean pressure iteration count
by 8.83%.
Case λmax λmin θ Niter
Original mesh 3.31 0.40 9.23 6.57
Smooth mesh 3.58 0.59 6.84 5.99
% Improvement - - 25.89 8.83
Table 3.5: Effect of smoothing on the mesh for flow over a 2D cylinder
Flow over a hemi-sphere
Figure 3.23 shows the velocity magnitude contours for flow over a hemisphere at Re = 2500. There are a
total of 2072 elements in this 3D calculation with similar boundary conditions as the cylinder case discussed
in the previous section. Additionally, this case has wall boundary condition at the bottom, and symmetry
boundary condition at the top in z-direction.
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Figure 3.23: Velocity magnitude contours for flow over a hemisphere
Figure 3.24 shows that mesh smoothing makes the original mesh more smoother and uniform in size.
This results in decreasing the θ for the upper Hessenberg matrix by about 8.32% and decrease the pressure
iteration count by 2.04%, as shown in Table 3.6.
(a) Original Mesh (b) Smoothed mesh
Figure 3.24: Comparison of original and smooth mesh
Case λmax λmin θ Niter
Original mesh 3.70 0.35 14.63 4.21
Smooth mesh 5.65 0.50 13.42 4.12
% Improvement - - 8.32 2.04
Table 3.6: Effect of smoothing on the mesh for flow over a hemi-sphere
It is important to note that in Fig. 3.24(b), mesh smoothing leads to some elements tilting towards the
inflow boundary surface which is undesirable in this case since it increases resolution in a region where the
flow is uniform and stable, and additional resolution is not required. However, this is how we expect the
mesh smoother to modify the mesh since there are large elements towards the inflow boundary condition
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and thinner elements beyond the hemisphere to capture flow structures. The mesh smoother has the action
of making the mesh uniform which results in smaller elements becoming larger which results in additional
resolution towards the inflow boundary condition. Such situations require that the user should keep in mind
and accordingly mask the nodes in regions where the user doesn’t want the resolution to change.
Piston cylinder
Figure 3.25 shows a section of the mesh for an internal combustion engine’s (ICE) cylinder. As evident in
Fig. 3.25(a), the original mesh has very thin elements in the far-field because of boundary layer resolving
elements below the valve stem. Smoothing this mesh alleviates this issue and makes the mesh more uniform.
(a) Original mesh
(b) Smoothed mesh
Figure 3.25: ICE cylinder’s mesh before and after smoothing
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Figure 3.26 shows a close-up of how mesh smoothing helps make the mesh more uniform away from walls,
and the weight function helps in restoring the original boundary layer resolution of the original mesh.
(a) Original Mesh (b) Smoothed mesh
(c) (weight)(smoothed mesh) + (1-weight)(original mesh) to restore boundary layer
Figure 3.26: Mesh at the ICE cylinder’s valve stem before and after smoothing
As of writing of this thesis, the mesh is still being prepared for a run on Argonne’s MIRA supercomputer
and run time statistics on how much mesh smoothing helps in improving computational efficiency of this
mesh is not available.
3.3 Conclusion and future work
In the previous section, we saw that mesh smoothing can make a significant difference in decreasing the
iteration counts for the pressure-solve step of the NS equation. For some cases such as oscillatory flow
over a cylinder, this manifested as a decrease in pressure iterations by as much as 20% which will lead to
computation savings of 100,000s of cpu-hours. At the same time, we saw that for the case of heat transfer
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through a pipe with coiled tube, mesh smoothing could not improve the conditioning of the pressure solve
system because the system was being impacted by the highly skewed elements resulting from the coiled tube,
which is unavoidable.
A comparison of the ratio of the maximum to minimum eigenvalues of the upper Hessenberg matrix
constructed during GMRES iterations of pressure solve showed that mesh smoothing leads to reduction in
the ratio of maximum and minimum eigenvalue θ = λmaxλmin . This result has helped us establish a strong
correlation between θ and Niter. For the five cases presented in the preceding section, we saw that Niter
decreases with θ. This result is significant because it opens doors to better mesh optimization strategies. In
future work, we aim to exploit this correlation between conditioning of the upper Hessenberg matrix and
pressure iterations to improve our mesh optimizer. Instead of just using the conditioning of the Jacobian
matrix for mesh smoothing, we will investigate ways to include θ in global function used for mesh optimization
to ensure that every step taken during mesh smoothing improves the conditioning of the system and hence
results in decreasing the iteration count during pressure solve.
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Chapter 4
Mesh Skinning
Turbulence calculations in computational fluid dynamics (CFD) require that the boudary layer is adequately
resolved. This resolution is typically quantified by looking at the wall-normal distance of the nodes (GLL
points in case of SEM) and calculating their y+ distance:
y+ =
u∗y
ν
u∗ =
√
τw
ρ
(4.1)
where ρ is density, τw is the wall shear stress, u∗ is the frictional velocity, ν is kinematic viscosity and y is
the distance away from the wall.
Typically it is desired that the y+ distance of the nodes right next to the wall is O(0.1) in order to
resolve the viscous sublayer. However, since the y+ distance is based on the wall shear stress, which is not
known prior to actually running the calculation, the user has to estimate it and construct the mesh. If the
user underestimates the y+ distance, the boundary layer will not be adequately resolved, and the physics of
the flow will not be captured. Consequently the user might have to re-mesh the geometry which is a time
intensive effort. The user could increase the polynomial order (N) for spectral element meshes but this will
increase the resolution everywhere in the domain which might not be necessary, and will lead to increase in
the computational cost of the mesh.
Furthermore, as we have discussed earlier, the finite element method was originally developed for solid
mechanics problems which do not have the concept of boundary layer resolution. Consequently, finite element
mesh generators do not typically automatically generate 3D meshes with fine resolution near the wall for
boundary layer and relatively larger elements in the far-field. Even if the user manually decomposes the
domain to add boundary layer resolving elements, unless an O-grid type mesh is used around the walls,
boundary layer resolving elements will lead to thin element layers in the far-field which adversely impacts
the CFL number and constrains the maximum allowable time-step during the calculation. Figure 4.1 shows
two such examples of boundary layer resolving elements leading to propagated refinement in the far-field.
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(a) Mesh for an internal combustion engine’s cylinder
(b) Mesh for turbulent flow through a bifurcating geometry
Figure 4.1: Boundary layer resolution leading to thin elements in the far-field
Since boundary layer elements are an integral part of turbulent flow calculations and current meshing
technology requires significant user input for crafting boundary layer resolution, we have developed a mesh
skinner that adds boundary layer resolving elements of user-specified thickness in an existing mesh.
Before we discuss our mesh skinning methodology, we take a look at the mesh shown in Fig. 4.1(b), and
compare it to the mesh with boundary layer elements added by mesh skinning, to better understand the
significance of mesh skinning. Skinned meshes were constructed for this geometry to study how bifurcations
impact sediment transport in rivers [4].
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4.1 Boundary Layer Resolution and CFL
Figure 4.2 shows two meshes for the same bifurcation geometry shown in Fig. 4.1(b). Fig. 4.2(a) has
boundary layer elements of thickness 0.05 with propagated refinement in far-field with a total element count
of 448 elements, and the mesh in Fig. 4.2(b) does not have this thin element layer, and the total element
count is 324.
(a) Mesh with propogated refinement from
boundary layer
(b) Mesh without 0.05 thickness boundary
layer elements
Figure 4.2: Bifurcation geometry mesh
Figure 4.3 shows the mesh from Fig. 4.2(b) before and after it is skinned to add a boundary layer of
thickness 0.05. The element count as a result of this addition of element layer is 426 elements, which is 5%
less than the mesh with propagated refinement that has 448 elements (Fig. 4.2(a)).
(a) Mesh without 0.05 thickness boundary
layer elements
(b) Skinned mesh
Figure 4.3: Skinned bifurcation geometry mesh with element layer of thickness 0.05
Figure 4.4 shows an extension of this where the original mesh required boundary layer elements to be
of thickness 0.01 and the skinned mesh where elements of 0.01 thickness were added to the mesh shown in
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Figure 4.3(b).
(a) Mesh with propogated refinement (b) Skinned mesh
(c) Mesh smoothed after skinning
Figure 4.4: Skinned bifurcation geometry mesh with element layer of thickness 0.01
The mesh with the boundary layer resolution of 0.01 thickness (propagating into the far-field) has 580
elements, and the skinned mesh has only 526 elements, a 9.3% improvement on element count. Furthermore,
running calculations at a Reynolds number of 1000 shows that the maximum allowable time-step is much
larger for the skinned meshes as compared to the meshes with propagated refinement, as shown in Table 4.1.
Mesh Boundary layer thickness ∆tmax
1 Original 0.05 0.011
2 Skinned 0.05 0.013
3 Original 0.01 0.002
4 Skinned 0.01 0.012
Table 4.1: Effect of mesh skinning on CFL
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This example shows that mesh skinning makes a significant difference in improving the maximum allow-
able time-step while making the computation cheaper by reducing the total element count. Mesh skinning
will allow the user to build a coarse mesh and then add boundary layer resolving element layers. Figure
4.5(a) shows an example of a coarse mesh for the bifurcation flow, and Figure 4.5(b) and (c) show the region
of the mesh at the bifurcation before and after skinning is used to add three layers of elements of gradually
increasing thickness. As we can see, mesh skinner adds high quality boundary layer resolving element layers
that do not degrade the CFL of the mesh.
(a) Coarse mesh for the bifurcation geometry
(b) Original mesh (c) Skinned mesh
Figure 4.5: Mesh skinning used to add boundary layer resolving elements to a coarse mesh
4.2 Methodology
A mesh skinning tool has been developed and implemented in MATLAB that takes a mesh as an input and
generates boundary layer elements of user-defined thickness on user-specified surfaces.
In order to do this, the mesh is first read into MATLAB and matrices are generated to store element
node numbering, curved side edge information, location of each node, and boundary condition of each side
of an element. In order to ensure that curved side information is maintained, each quad/hex element is
broken into 4/8 quads/hexes, and boundary condition data is transferred to this new mesh. All the surfaces
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flagged for skinning (by user-specified boundary condition), are then moved inwards by the boundary layer
thickness specified by the user. The boundary nodes are moved normal to the boundary surface in order to
ensure that the boundary layer elements are of consistent thickness.
After boundary elements have been moved inwards, all the quads/hexes are recombined into spectral
elements with curve side information. New elements are then generated using the new surface coordinates
and original surface coordinates of the original boundary elements, combined with the curve side information
of the original boundary elements. The algorithm for mesh skinning is:
Algorithm 4 Mesh skinning algorithm
1: for i:=1 to Nlayer do
2: read in the Nek5000 mesh - element connectivity, curve side, boundary conditions
3: convert the mesh from 8-node to 27-node hexes using curve side information
4: Split the spectral elements into 4/8 finite elements
5: Move the flagged boundary surfaces inwards by the user specified amount
6: Blend the surface movement into the entire domain to maintain mesh smoothness
7: Recombine the elements to form 27-noded spectral elements
8: Convert 27-node to 8-node hex with updated curve side information
9: generate new elements
10: output the mesh
Algorithm 4 can be used to quickly generate user specified number of layers of required thickness for
boundary layer resolution in an existing mesh. An import step in the algorithm above is Step 5. When the
boundary surfaces are moved inwards, if the specified boundary layer thickness is close to or greater than
the thickness of the elements at the boundary, the elements generated can be highly skewed or even inverted,
as shown in Figure 4.6. In such cases, it is imperative to move the interior nodes accordingly to account for
the surface movement in order to maintain the uniformity and smoothness of the original mesh.
(a) Original mesh (b) Boundary elements moved in by 0.05
Figure 4.6: Skinning leading to inverted elements
Figure 4.6(a) shows a section of a mesh and Fig. 4.6(b) shows how moving the boundary surface in leads
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to skewed and inverted elements at some places (the original boundary nodes are marked with (o) in the
figure).
4.2.1 Blending Surface Movement
As shown above, moving wall surface inwards can lead to skewed or inverted elements if the desired boundary
layer thickness is close to the element thicknesses at the boundaries being skinned. In order to account for
this, we blend in the surface movement into the interior of the domain by solving a boundary value problem
via an elliptic PDE.
The benefits of solving an elliptic PDE is that it gives us a smooth solution. The differences between the
original and new boundary position is set as the dirchlet boundary condition for the homogeneous PDE in
Equation 4.2:
∇2u = 0 on Ω, u = dx on dΩ (4.2)
where u is dx, dy (and dz in 3D). Using galerkin finite element method, we can solve the Equation 4.2 by
splitting u = ui + ub (ui is 0 and ub = u on the Dirichlet boundaries), and setting up an identity matrix M
which has 0 at the diagonal entries corresponding to the boundary nodes.
A¯u = 0 (4.3)
A¯(ui + ub) = 0 (4.4)
A¯ui = −A¯ub (4.5)
MA¯Mui = −MA¯ub (4.6)
Aui = b (4.7)
where A¯ is the stiffness matrix constructed by splitting the 2D mesh into triangles and 3D mesh into
tetrahedrons. After the system is solved and solution obtained, the displacements are added to the interior
of the domain as u = ui + ub
Figure 4.7 shows an example of how solving the laplace’s equation on the mesh shown in Fig. 4.6 blends
in the surface movement and restores the smoothness of the original mesh.
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(a) Boundary elements moved in by 0.05 (b) Boundary movement blended in with the interior
Figure 4.7: Blending surface movement to restore original mesh’s smoothness
4.3 Results
In this section, we present examples of cases that mesh skinning has been used for in Nek5000 to generate
boundary layer elements.
4.3.1 Turbulent flow in a pipe
The mesh shown in Fig. 4.8(a) was constructed by generating an all-tet mesh and converting it to an all-hex
mesh using an in-house tet to hex converter. This mesh was used for an analysis that was done to determine
the effect of using tet to hex approach on element count, pressure iterations, and CFL. Figure 4.8(b) shows
that mesh skinning can generate multiple layers for boundary layer resolution.
(a) Original mesh (b) Skinned mesh
Figure 4.8: Pipe mesh before and after skinning
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4.3.2 Low Pressure Turbine Blade
The mesh shown in Fig. 4.9 is the mesh for the same geometry that was used in Section 3.2. If we look at
the mesh around the blade, shown in Fig. 4.10, we can see the orthogonal paved layers around the blade.
However these paved layers do not provide adequate boundary layer resolution for the flow Re being targeted
for this geometry. As a result, boundary layer elements can be added via skinning and then the mesh can
be smoothed while preserving boundary layer resolution using the smoothing algorithm explained in the
previous chapter.
Figure 4.9: LPT mesh
(a) Original Mesh (b) Skinned mesh (c) Smoothed mesh
Figure 4.10: LPT mesh before and after skinning
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4.3.3 Piston Cylinder
Figure 4.11 shows the mesh that was discussed in Section 3.2. This mesh has thin boundary layer elements
at the base of the valve stem which lead to thin elements in the far-field. While mesh smoothing can alleviate
this issue, mesh skinning can be used to generate boundary layer resolving elements without impacting the
mesh in the far-field and keeping the element count to a minimum.
Figure 4.11: Mesh section for an internal combustion engine’s cylinder
Figure 4.12 shows how mesh skinning produces boundary layer resolving element layer that follows the
surface of the valve stem.
(a) Original mesh (b) Skinned mesh
Figure 4.12: Engine cylinder’s mesh before and after skinning
We can also see that skinning creates elements that follow the boundary surface thus avoiding adding
unwanted elements in the far-field.
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4.3.4 Oscillatory Flow Over an Array of Cylinders
Figure 4.13 shows the doubly periodic mesh that is being used to study oscillatory flow over a random array
of cylinder to simulate flow in vegetated channels. The automated meshing technique used to generate this
mesh will be discussed in the next chapter. Once the initial mesh is generated, boundary layer resolving
elements are added via skinning, as shown in Figure 4.14.
Figure 4.13: Mesh for oscillatory flow over cylinders
(a) Original mesh (b) Skinned mesh
Figure 4.14: Section of the cylinder array mesh before and after skinning
4.4 Conclusion
Adequate boundary layer resolution is imperative for capturing the physics of turbulent flows. A mesh skin-
ning tool has been deployed and tested in MATLAB that can be used to generate boundary layer resolving
elements of desired thickness on surfaces of user’s choice for 2D and 3D meshes. This tool takes an existing
mesh as an input and moves the boundary nodes normal to the surface that they are on, to generate high
quality elements at the wall. Additionally, an elliptic equation is solved to blend in the surface movement
to maintain the smoothness of the original mesh and avoid formation of skewed or inverted elements. Mesh
skinning is an important tool for automatic high-quality mesh generation with minial user input. This tool
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will ensure that a user can generate boundary layer resolving element layers while keeping element count to
a minimum without creating elements that are detrimental for the CFL of the grid.
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Chapter 5
Mesh Generation Tools
Flow over turbine blades and array of cylinders is of high interest in the CFD community. We realize
that generating meshes for such geometries is time consuming and requires significant user input in crafting
adequate mesh resolution throughout the domain. In this chapter, we present tools that can generate meshes
for these geometries in a matter of seconds. We also present a tetrahedral to hexahedron and triangular to
quadilateral mesh converter that can be used to automatically generate structured meshes for complicated
geometries in a matter of minutes. The motivation for this tool stems for the fact that often times we
have ample computational resources to run our calculations but are restricted by human effort and time
for constructing a mesh. In these cases, a robust automated mesh generation tool will lead to significant
savings.
In the first section of this chapter we talk about a tool that generates a quad mesh for any 4 sided region
with a given distribution along the boundary. This tool is the basic building block for a lot of our meshes.
Typically complicated 2D geometries are meshed by decomposing the domain into 4 sided shapes, and then
meshing each decomposition to generate a conformal mesh for the entire domain. This technique is used
in the automated mesher for turbine blades, which is discussed in Section 2. We also present a tool that
has been developed to automatically generate meshes for flow over a random array of cylinders (to model
vegetation in rivers) discussed in Chapter 3. Finally, we present a tet to hex mesh converter which can help
generate all hex meshes for complicated geometries with minimal user input.
5.1 Quad Mesh for Four Sided Geometries
The ability to mesh any generic four sided geometry with quad elements is the essential building block for
meshing 2D geometries. Complicated geometries can be decomposed into simpler 4-sided geometries and
these decompositions can be meshed with desired mesh spacing to generate a mesh for entire domain with
desired resolution.
Figure 5.1 shows an example of a four sided shape with nodal point distributions along the boundary.
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One set of sides has random geometric spacing and the other side has uniform spacing.
Figure 5.1: Nodal point distribution around a 4-sided shape
The quad-mesh generator implement in MATLAB is able to generate the mesh for any such four sided
shape by interpolating the boundary information input by the user and output a structured mesh. The only
constraint imposed on the input is that the scaling of elements on opposite sides of the four-sided region
should be same. Figure 5.2 shows the quad mesh that is generated from the boundary information shown
in Fig. 5.1.
Figure 5.2: Quad mesh generated by interpolating the boundary data
We can see that this technique can be used to generate meshes for more complicated geometries. Figure
5.3 shows an example of how a circle can be meshed with high quality quad elements by decomposing it into
5 parts.
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(a) Domain decomposition (b) Mesh (c) Smoothed mesh
Figure 5.3: Quad mesh generation for a circle
Next we move our discussion to how this tool in used in automated meshing for turbine blades.
5.2 Turbine Blades
Optimization of turbine blade geometry is a problem of significant impact as it can help reduce the cost of
operating airplanes around the world. Since a blade geometry is a combination of various parameters (Fig.
5.4) such as chord length, stagger angle, and pitch distance, we have to rely on high fidelity computational
flow calculations to understand how these various blade geometry parameters affect the boundary layer
development over the blade, flow separation on the suction side, and the pressure forces on the blade.
Figure 5.4: Geometrical parameters of a turbine blade
In order to be able to analyze various blade designs, we need to be able to robustly generate meshes and
study flow over them. The key factors that govern the mesh generation of a turbine blade are:
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1. Boundary layer resolution - Turbulent flow calculations requires appropriate boundary layer re-
solving layers. We use a combination of an O-grid around the blade combined with an H-grid type
mesh.
2. Periodicity - Turbine blade meshes are periodic at the transverse boundaries separated by the pitch
distance. This requires element edges on transverse boundaries to align, which can lead to highly
sheared elements behind the trailing edge.
To understand how our mesh generator for turbine blade works, we use the VKI turbine blade as an
example. The inputs for the mesh generator are the coordinates of the turbine blade, pitch, stagger angle,
distance of inflow and outflow boundary condition surfaces from the leading and trailing edge, respectively,
and element count in each direction. We begin by taking this information and constructing the boundaries
of the domain. Figure 5.5(a) shows the boundaries that are constructed based on user input to account for
inflow, outflow, turbine blade and periodic surfaces.
(a) Domain boundaries (b) Domain decomposition
Figure 5.5: VKI turbine blade domain
The next step is domain decomposition. The domain decomposition strategy has been chosen to give the
user flexibility in constructing the resolution of the grid based on various different flow conditions analyzed
for turbine blades. Figure 5.5(b) shows the decomposition of the domain into an O-grid surrounding the
turbine blade for orthogonal element layers resolving the boundary layer, and other regions that will be
meshed using the quad-mesher. We can already see that the regions between the trailing edge of the blade
and the two periodic surfaces will have skewed elements because of the constraint imposed by periodicity
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that the corresponding element edges on periodic surfaces should be of the same length and align with each
other. Figure 5.5(b) also shows the element distributions for the various regions that the user can specify
(nx1-4 and ny1-5), to control the mesh resolution in different parts of the domain.
The resolution in front of the leading edge can be controlled by parameters ny6 and nx1, shown in Fig.
5.5(b), to account for the inflow conditions. Parameter nx2 controls the resolution along the top and bottom
surface of the blade. The mesh generated on the top and bottom surfaces is a Chebyshev distribution that
has higher resolution towards the leading and trailing edge in order to capture the physics of the flow at key
locations. Parameters nx3 and nx4 can be combined with ny1-5 to control the resolution of the domain
behind the blade in the wake region.
The next step is to generate the mesh using the quad-mesher described in the previous section. The
O-grid is generated by a technique similar to that used for skinning. The turbine blade surface is used to
generate elements with edges normal to the wall leading to an orthogonal grid around the blade. Once the
O-grid is generated, the domain decomposition regions are meshed using the quad-mesher, as shown in Fig.
5.6(a), and then smoothed as shown in Fig. 5.6(b).
(a) Domain decomposition meshed (b) Smoothed mesh
Figure 5.6: VKI turbine blade mesh
The benefit of this mesh generator is that it can generate a high quality smoothed mesh with boundary
layer resolution that is ready for production runs. Figure 5.7 shows an example of mesh created for LPT-106
blade using the same mesh generator in less than 10 seconds.
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(a) Domain decomposition meshed (b) Smoothed mesh
Figure 5.7: Mesh for LPT-106
5.3 Random Array of Cylinders
Flow through vegetated channels is a problem of high-interest in the field of hydrodynamics. Vegetations
are modeled as cylinders of specified radius to generate a 2D mesh and then extruded into a 3D mesh.
For a random distribution of a large number of cylinders (175 in this case), mesh generation can be very
time-intensive since it requires careful domain decomposition with boundary layer resolving element layers
around each cylinder. We use the tools in our repository; quad-mesher (Section 5.1), smoother (Chapter 3),
skinner (Chapter 4) and surface movement blending tool (Section 4.2.1) to generate a high quality mesh for
any random array of cylinders within a few minutes.
In order to understand the meshing methodology for this problem, we take a look at a random array of
5 cylinders of radius 0.25 in a square domain extending between x, y ∈ [0, 5]. Figure 5.8 shows the center of
5 cylinders and the domain boundary.
Figure 5.8: Distribution of cylinders over the domain
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The steps for our meshing technique are:
Description Illustration
Generate a mesh for the domain
using the quad-mesher discussed
in Section 5.1
Identify the elements closest to
the center of the cylinders. Then
move these elements such that
their center coincides with that
of the circle. This step results in
some skewed elements.
Solve Laplace’s equation as dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.1 to blend
the movement of elements into
the rest of the mesh. This has
the effect of smoothing the mesh.
Table 5.1 (cont.): Methodology for generating a mesh for a random array of cylinders
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Description Illustration
Take a template of mesh around
a cylinder
Replace the elements which are
at the location of cylinder, with
the template.
Note. The templates have cylin-
der of very small radius. This is
done to ensure that during the
templating process, the bound-
ary of the cylinders does not
intersect with the existing ele-
ments. This step results in a
non-conformal mesh as evident.
Do a 2 × 2 split on all the el-
ements excluding the hole tem-
plate elements imported in pre-
vious step. This makes the mesh
conformal.
Table 5.1 (cont.): Methodology for generating a mesh for a random array of cylinders
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Description Illustration
Increase the radius of the cylin-
ders towards the final desired
value in small increments. After
each increment, solve Laplace’s
equation to blend in the bound-
ary movement and smooth the
mesh.
Keep increasing the radius until
the cylinders are of desired radii.
Table 5.1: Methodology for generating a mesh for a random array of cylinders
Thus we can see that this method automates the mesh generation process for an array of cylinders
and outputs a mesh within a few minutes. This mesh generation technique translates into huge savings
as compared to using a mesh generator where the user will have to decompose the domain manually. The
prerequisite for this mesher to work is that the given cylinder array should be a valid configuration i.e. no
two cylinder centers should be less than a diameter distance away from each other. This method has been
successfully used to generate periodic meshes for a random array of 175 cylinders. Once the mesh has been
generated, it can be skinned and smoothed at user’s discretion to get the desired resolution. Figure 5.9
shows the mesh generated.
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Figure 5.9: Mesh for a random array of 175 cylinders
The benefits of this approach is that the mesh is generated in less than a few minutes. However, there
are ways to improve the technique to increase its applicability. This method starts with a mesh of uniform
size across the domain. This works fine for the current case but if the cylinders are too far apart, there will
be more than desired resolution in the regions between cylinders. Another issue to look into is that this
method relies on being able to identify a unique element for each cylinder that will be inserted. If a unique
element is not identified for each cylinder, then the mesh must be refined all over the grid and the process
of identifying a unique element starts again. Both these issues can be addressed if the refinement is done
locally in the elements which are in the vicinity of cylinder centers, instead of doing it to the entire mesh,
combined with transitional elements to keep the mesh conformal. Another method to consider is clipping,
where a mesh is generated and then the mesh is carved out to match the shape of the cylinders. The benefit
of this approach is that it can be used to generate meshes for other bluff bodies, and even combinations
of different shaped bodies inserted in the flow. The applicability and efficiency of these methods will be
explored in future work
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5.4 Tet to Hex Mesh Converter
Generating a structured mesh for a complicated geometry is a time-intensive effort since it typically requires
the user to manually specify the domain decomposition. This process also entails careful construction of
boundary layer elements for turbulent flow calculations. In situations when we have ample computational
resources to run our calculations, but are bounded by the human effort and time available to construct the
mesh, we would like to be able to have an automated hex mesh generator. The priority in these cases is to
quickly generate a mesh that can be used for computational analysis rather than generating an optimized
mesh with minimal element count and maximum quality. We seek to alleviate this issue with our tet to hex
and tri to quad converter.
We leverage the fact that most meshing software support automatic tetrahedral (tet) and triangular
(tri) mesh generation for any given geometry. We have developed a tet-hex and tri-quad mesh converter
that takes an all-tet mesh and generates a spectral element all-hex mesh (all-tri to all-quad in 2D). This is
achieved by splitting each triangle into three quad elements and each tetrahedral into 4 hex elements in 2D
and 3D respectively. Figure 2 shows how the simplical elements are split into quads and hexes.
(a) Triangular element split into quads
(a) Tet element split into hexes
Figure 5.10: Splitting tri and tet elements to quad and hex elements
In order to better understand this methodology for generating meshes, we discuss various caveats of the
tri-quad and tet-hex approach before looking at results that we have obtained so far.
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5.4.1 Resolution Comparison of a Tri-Quad and Pure-Quad Mesh
To understand how the resolution and accuracy of a solution is affected when a pure quad mesh (or box type
mesh) is used as compared to a tri-quad mesh, we take a look at the example of Taylor-Green vortices in a
square periodic domain [18], and see how the infinity norm of the error for velocity varies for these cases.
(a) Tri-quad mesh (b) Box mesh
Figure 5.11: Triangular and quad mesh for a rectangular domain
Figure 5.11 shows the tri-quad and pure quad mesh for the square domain and Fig. 5.12 shows the
comparison of the error for these two domains as the polynomial order is increased. We see that the tri-quad
mesh requires about 1.5 times the number of gridpoints (n = E(lx1d)) as compared to the pure-quad mesh
to get comparable accuracy. This agrees well with analysis of the spectral mesh shown in Fig. 5.11. The
maximum edge length in the tri-quad mesh is about 1.35 times the maximum edge length in the pure quad
mesh in Fig. 5.11(b). As a consequence, as the maximum edge length increases, the shortest wavelength of
the signal we can capture increases, and thus the error increases as well.
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Figure 5.12: Error comparison
A similar analyses can show that roughly 20 hex elements obtained from tet-hex mesh occupy the same
volume as 8 hex elements which results in making the tet-hex atleast 2.5 times more dense as compared to
a pure hex mesh. So we can expect that our tri-quad mesh and tet-hex mesh will be 1.5 and 2.5 times more
dense in comparison to a pure quad and a pure hex mesh, respectively.
Effect of Mesh Deformation on Accuracy
Before we move our discussion to mesh isotropy, we also look into how the maximum edge length affects
the accuracy of the solution. We consider the same problem of Navier-Stokes eigenfunctions, but this time
on a sheared domain. Consider the shear in x as a function of y: y = s; x = r + sη where η is a constant.
Choosing η to be an integer ensures that original periodicity is preserved for the top and bottom rows of
elements with no change to the element connectivity. Figure 5.13 shows the vorticity on the 16×16 grid
along with solutions for η = 1 and η = 2.
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η = 0 η = 1 η = 2
Figure 5.13: 16x16 grids
Shearing is a rather benign mesh deformation in that the Jacobian and metrics (∂xi∂rj ) remain constant.
As η is increased, however, spectral element edges that were originally vertical are stretched by a factor√
1 + η2, and the resolution is effectively decreased. The impact of this resolution reduction is evident in
Fig. 5.14(a), which shows that, while the error increases with η, spectral convergence is retained.
Figures 5.14(b) and (c) illustrate that the original convergence behavior is recovered simply by increasing
the number of elements in the y direction so that the resolution along the stretched edge is restored to the
value of the original mesh. That is, the number of elements in y is increased by
√
1 + η2.
Thus we can conclude that mesh deformation does not degrade the SEM accuracy other than yielding
suboptimal resolution along the deformed edge. The accuracy can be retained by using adequate resolution
throughout the domain.
16x16 grids η = 0 and 1 η = 0 and 2
Figure 5.14: Error comparison for sheared grids
These results are significant because they show that while our tri-quad or tet-hex meshes might not be
of the highest quality, we can retain the accuracy of pure-quad and pure-hex meshes by using more elements
or a higher polynomial order.
5.4.2 Mesh Isotropy
Tri and tet meshes tend to be isotropic. This can lead to high element count if the user wants to resolve
a specific region of the domain with small elements. For example, turbulent flow calculations require thin
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boundary layer resolving elements at the walls. While rectangular and cuboidal elements can be used in 2D
and 3D calculations with the shortest edge of the element normal to the wall and longer edge along the wall,
isotropy of tet and tri elements leads to a high element count since all edges of these tri/tet elements will
be equal to the shortest edge of the corresponding quad/hex element.
Figure 5.15 illustrates the isotropy of triangular meshes. Here we consider a rectangular domain for
turbulent flow coming from the left edge and exiting at the right edge, with wall at the bottom and symmetry
boundary condition at the top of the domain. Since the flow is turbulent, we would want to resolve the
boundary layer with thin elements normal to the wall, and we can have relatively longer elements parallel
to the wall. While the quad mesh has only 49 elements, the tri-quad mesh has much more elements because
of isotropic nature of the mesh.
(a) Quad mesh (49 elements) (b) Tri mesh (45 elements)
Figure 5.15: Triangular and quad mesh for a rectangular domain
Figure 5.16 shows the all-quad mesh obtained by splitting the triangles of mesh in Fig. 5.15(b).
Figure 5.16: Triangular mesh converted to all-quad mesh (145 elements)
We can see that the resolution of the tri-quad mesh is comparable to the pure quad mesh in the transverse
direction but we are over resolved in the longitudinal direction, owing to the isotropy of the triangular mesh.
To remedy this, we use relatively larger tets or tris for generating the initial mesh and then use our mesh
skinner to generate boundary layer resolving elements.
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(a) Tri mesh (22 elements) (b) Tri-quad mesh (66 elements)
(a) Skinned mesh (86 elements) (b) Pure quad mesh (49 elements)
Figure 5.17: All-quad mesh obtained from a coarser tri mesh compared to a pure quad mesh
Thus, we can see that combining the tri-quad and tet-hex approach with mesh skinning and smoothing
can help generate all-hex meshes even for complicated geometries in a matter of minutes while minimizing
the element count for these kind of meshes. It is important to note that the motivation for this approach
is that we are not constrained by the computational resources, and consequently our priority is on robust
mesh generation rather than element count. With that in mind, we move onto some examples of tet-hex
meshes that have been used to study incompressible flow phenomenon using Nek5000.
5.4.3 Examples
• Turbulent flow in a pipe
We begin with turbulent flow in a pipe that was analyzed using a pure-hex mesh and a tet-hex mesh.
While the pure-hex mesh had 4700 elements, the tet-hex mesh had 15,7000 elements including the
skinned element layers generated for resolving boundary layer. Figure 5.18(a) shows the tet-hex mesh
and Fig. 5.18(b) shows the mesh after skinning.
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(a) Tet-hex mesh (b) Skinned mesh
Figure 5.18: Triangular and quad mesh for a rectangular domain
Figure 5.19 shows the SE mesh (with GLL points) for the pure-hex and tet-hex case along with
instantaneous velocity magnitude contours.
(a) Pure hex mesh (b) Tet-hex mesh
(a) Pure hex mesh velocity magnitude contours (b) Tet-hex mesh velocity magnitude contours
Figure 5.19: Comparison of pure-hex and tet-hex meshes
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• Adiabatic effectiveness of a wall Figure 5.20 shows the pure hex and tet-hex SE mesh (with GLL
points) generated for analyzing how adiabatic effectiveness of a wall is affect by the slot thickness,
discussed in Chapter 3. The tet-hex mesh shown below has a total of 33000 elements, and was skinned
and smoothed. The pure-hex mesh has 10,000 elements and it uses transitional hex elements as shown
in Fig. 5.20(a) to avoid boundary layer resolution from extending into far-field.
(a) Pure hex mesh
(b) Tet-hex mesh
Figure 5.20: Comparison of pure-hex and tet-hex meshes
While significant time was spent building the pure-hex mesh to carefully craft the mesh resolution
throughout the computational domain, the tet-hex mesh was generated in a matter of minutes by
using an automatic tet-mesh generator followed by skinning and smoothing the mesh. Fig. 5.21 shows
the time-averaged temperature contours for these two meshes.
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(a) Pure hex mesh
(b) Tet-hex mesh
Figure 5.21: Time-average temperature contour comparison
The tet-hex mesh converter is currently being developed but preliminary results have shown that the
tet-hex converter combined with mesh skinning and smoothing can serve as a robust mesh generation tool
with minimal user input.
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Chapter 6
Summary
We have developed a set of mesh generation and mesh improvement tools which require minimal user input.
In Chapter 3, we presented a mesh smoother that uses a novel element-by-element mesh smoothing technique.
The smoother is a combination of Laplacian smoothing and optimization which has proven to improve the
computational performance of calculations. We have also established a strong correlation between the relative
magnitude of extreme eigenvalues of the upper Hessenberg matrix generated during GMRES for pressure
perturbation calculation, with the number of pressure iterations it takes for the solution to converge. This
result is of high impact because it helps us better understand how smoothness of meshes translates to
better computational performance of the solver and opens doors to better optimization strategy that will be
explored in future.
We have also developed a mesh skinning tool that generates boundary layer elements of user-specified
thicknesses at user-specified surfaces. This tool leads to significant savings in various aspects: (a) if a user
realizes that their mesh lacks adequate resolution in the boundary layer, they can use the mesh skinner to
add boundary layer resolving elements instead of manually re-meshing their geometry, (b) element count
- mesh skinning generates element layers that follow the boundary surface, and as a result it keeps the
elements require to resolve boundary layer to a minimum, and (c) CFL - often boundary layer resolving
elements lead to thin elements in the far-field. Mesh skinning ensures that it does not affect the quality of
the mesh while generating orthogonal element layers at the boundary surfaces.
Finally in Chapter 5 we have presented a set of tools that have been used to automate mesh generation for
turbine blade and array of cylinders. These geometries are subjects of high interest in the CFD community.
The turbine blade mesher has been used to generated meshes for two different turbine blades successfully,
each within less than 20 seconds. The cylinder array mesh generator can be combined with mesh skinner and
smoother to generate a high quality mesh. This tool has huge savings when compared to the time and effort
it would take to use the traditional approach of manually decomposing a domain of 175 staggered cylinders
and then generating a mesh. This tool outputs a high quality mesh within minutes with minimal user input.
Better techniques such as local element refinement and clipping methods will be explored in future work.
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We have also presented a tri-quad and tet-hex mesh converter tool that is being developed. This tool can ro-
bustly generating quad and hex spectral element meshes for complicated geometries with minimal user input.
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